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Well, we’re nearly there. As I stated in my last report the Rosh Hashanah, Kol Nidre and
Yom Kippur Services will all be led by a team of Lay Readers with support from the
members of Shul. Details of the Services and the arrangements for the High Holy Days,
including some approximate timings for Yom Kippur, can be found on page 5. With regard
to mitzvot and lay readings for these Services, individual lists are being sent out to all those
who have confirmed their availability and you should be receiving them by the end of
August.
After some discussion with members, it appears that although the ID cards are a good idea,
many members either forget to bring them or just mislay them. This year, therefore, we are
trying a new approach and asking those attending to confirm their ID by giving their name
and address and that of family members, friends, etc to the Security Officer. It’s all
explained on page 5.
Regarding Rosh Hashanah, the Council has obtained the services of Dave Eastburn to
provide a buffet luncheon following the Rosh Hashanah Service. This is to encourage those
attending to stay on for a “sit down” meal instead of having to organise a meal at a local
restaurant. There is a token charge for those staying to cover the cost of the food. Further
details can be found on page 3.
At this time of the year, it is traditional to have a High Holy Days Appeal and this year the
Council have again decided to promote the national joint Movement for Reform Judaism
(MRJ)/New Israel Fund (NIF) appeal. Through your support you will help to fund not only
our Reform youth movement RSY Netzer , but also the Leo Baeck College, which provides
Rabbinic training as well as lifelong learning opportunities for schools and communities.
You will help to support the training of top educators within the Reform Movement to teach
and inspire our children. Your contribution will also provide exciting, dynamic Jewish
educational opportunities for our children and grandchildren, strengthening their Jewish
identity and involving them in communal life. You will also be supporting the NIF which is
the leading organisation advancing democracy and equality for all Israelis without regard to
religion, race, gender or national identity. Further details of how to donate will be included in
the next issue of the Shofar Shalom.
Looking slightly ahead, I’m delighted that the Council has asked Ann and Tony SevillaHarland to be this year’s Chatan Torah and Kallah B’raysheet. They have both worked very
hard on behalf of the Shul and continually support Shul Services and social events.
Mazeltov to you both. As is our custom, the Simchat Torah Kiddush will be catered by Dave
Eastburn and I strongly recommend you to attend the Service, just for the Kiddush. Further
details can be found on page 3.
Finally, I would like to wish all our members, friends and members of the wider community a
happy, healthy and peaceful New Year – “
” and I’ll see you in Shul.
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
I would like to thank Heather for teaching the L'Chaim course and
Sarita for helping to facilitate it. I am sure I speak on behalf of the
other students. This course has taught me the difference
between a good Jew and a good person. We covered
controversial questions such as "Can one be a Jew if they do not
believe in G-d?" Our sessions were so interesting and engaging,
we could have spoken/debating for hours on the topics. Overall,
this course recognises the people's different opinions and one's
different paths of Judaism. I hope that there will be another
opportunity for this course in the future and I strongly encourage
everyone to come and join. Suzanne Finlay
_________________________________________________________________________
ROSH HASHANAH BUFFET LUNCHEON
This year, the Shul will again be providing a buffet luncheon
following the Rosh Hashanah Service on Thursday 5 September
2013. Dave Eastburn Catering has been engaged to prepare a
variety of hot and cold food and desserts and there will be a
charge of £7.50 per member and £10.00 for non-members to
pay towards the costs of the catering. Please contact Tony on
(01652) 688362 no later than 1 September to reserve your
meal(s).
_________________________________________________________________________
SIMCHAT TORAH SERVICE AND KIDDUSH
This year, our Simchat Torah Service will take place on
Wednesday evening, 25 September 2013. It is marked by huge
rejoicing and a fun time for all. All the Torah scrolls will be
taken out of the Ark and joyfully circulated around the Shul
seven times, with much singing and the throwing of sweets.
This is certainly one for the children, and the not so young, so
come along and have a good time. This year we are honouring
Anne and Tony Sevilla-Harland for all their work and support
for the Shul and the Council.
As in previous years, the Kiddush following the Service will be catered by Dave Eastburn.
_________________________________________________________________________
MAZELTOV
On behalf of the whole community, we would like to wish a
hearty mazeltov to Debbie and Henry Goldstone on the birth
of their third grandchild, Jacob, on 12 August 2013. We
understand that the baby and both parents are doing well.
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NEW YEAR GREETINGS 5774
ALTOFT Peter wishes friends and everyone in the community a good New Year – Shanah
Tovah.
ANNIS Lesley and Geoffrey send best wishes for a happy New Year and well over the fast.
BUSH/ROBINSON FAMILY would like to wish all their family and friends at Ne've Shalom a
happy New Year and well over the fast.
GOLDSTONE Debbie and Henry wish their family, friends and members of Ne've Shalom,
a happy and healthy New Year.
HARRIS Tim would like to wish everyone in the community, Shanah Tovah for 5774.
KEARSLEY Joanne wishes a very happy New Year to all the friends and members of
Ne’ve Shalom.
KECZKES Veronica wishes her children, grand-children and all her friends at Ne’ve
Shalom a happy and healthy New Year.
KELSEY Thelma wishes all her dear friends a healthy and happy New Year.
SEVILLA-HARLAND Ann and Tony wish a very happy New Year to all our friends at Ne’ve
Shalom.
SMITH Gillian and Stewart wish all relatives and friends a happy, healthy and prosperous
New Year.
SUGARMAN Cecelia, Ian, Aimi, Yosef and Audrey wish family and friends, a happy,
healthy and peaceful New Year and well over the fast.
THE SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL OF NE'VE SHALOM wish all members, friends of the
Synagogue and the wider Jewish community, a healthy, happy and peaceful New Year and
thank everyone for their support over the past year. L’Shannah Tovah
WINETROUBE Natalie and Elaine wish all family members and friends a happy, healthy
and prosperous New Year.
________________________________________________________________________
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HIGH HOLY DAYS 5774
This year, we are delighted to announce that the High Holy Day Services will again be
conducted by a team of the Shul’s Lay Readers supported by members providing readings
during parts of the Services.
All Services will take place at Ne’ve Shalom, the Hull Reform Synagogue, Great Gutter
Lane (West) in Willerby and members are reminded that all Services will start promptly.
Although admission to these Services is open to all it is
intended to continue the procedure by which only
members, and people known to members, are admitted
in to the Shul. It would be much appreciated, therefore,
if members bringing guests, or out-of-town family could
either inform the Security Co-ordinator, Henry
Goldstone, on (01482) 667258 or the Shul Secretary,
Joanne Kearsley, on (01724 340506) in good time prior
to the day of the Service, as this might save any
embarrassment on the day.
This year we are not using ID cards, but are asking those attending to confirm their
ID by giving their name and address to the Security Officer at the door of the Shul.
When attending the Services on Rosh Hashanah, Kol Nidre and
Yom Kippur. Before entering the Shul, you will need to confirm
your name and address to the Security Officer, who will have a list
of current members, their immediate family and any guest or outof-town family. Once the Security Officer has confirmed that your
name is on the list and have asked you to confirm the identity of
any guests or out-of-town family you might have brought, you will
be permitted to enter. As you can appreciate, this procedure might
result in a slow entrance to the Shul and it is strongly suggested
that you arrive no later than 15 minutes prior to the start of the
Service.
Once the Service has started, the gates to car park will be locked and the Security Officer
will be patrolling the grounds. If required, they can unlock the car park gates. The outer
door to the Shul will also be secured and the CCTV will be used to identify late-comers.
The dates and times of the Services are as follows:
Wed. 4 September
Thu. 5 September
Fri. 13 September
Sat. 14 September
Wed.18 September
Wed.25 September

Erev Rosh Hashanah
Rosh Hashanah
Kol Nidre
Yom Kippur
Sukkot
Simchat Torah

7.30pm
10.30am
7.30pm
11.00am
8.00pm
7.30pm

With regard to mitzvot and lay readings for the Rosh Hashanah, Kol Nidre and Yom Kippur
Services, individual lists will be sent out to all those who have confirmed their availability
and you should receive them by the end of August. To assist you to estimate the time of
your mitzvot/reading, the approximate service timings for Yom Kippur are detailed below.
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Morning Service (Shachrit)
Torah Service
Additional Service (Mussaf)
Conclusion of Mussaf

11.00am
12.45pm
1.45pm
3.45pm

BREAK
Afternoon Service (Mincha)
5.40pm
Memorial Service (Yizkor)
6.55pm
Concluding Service (Nilah)
7.20pm
Fast and Service concludes
8.15pm
_________________________________________________________________________

ON HOLIDAY IN FRANCE
The following feature has been sent in by Jackie Lukes following her recent holiday in
France
Exploring the city of Tours on a hot Saturday in July, finding myself in the poorest
tumbledown quarter full of Africans in colourful national dress carrying pineapples and kids,
I came upon a large school and three tall signs in front of it which stopped me in my tracks.
One said (I noted the French in my sketchbook and translate it here):
"Michelet School, tragic place of memory. In this school, made into a prison by the German
army, hundreds of Jews including numerous children were interned in 1942 - their
destination thus: Michelet - Drancy - Auschwitz. From 1941 to 1944, members of the
Resistance, Jews, men, women and children - children like us - were rounded up, arrested,
the majority on the line of demarcation. WE WILL NEVER FORGET THEM. Students of
the history workshop of Michelet School, Sept 2007."
The second sign was a long list of
children's names with 'age in 1942'
beside each. Surnames were German,
Polish, Cohen and Levy, first names
French. Ages ranged from 18 to 2.
Third: a big street map of Tours in
1942. Marked on it were three prisons,
one: this school; on top of the Palais
de Justice (a huge building dominating
the city, still there) was written: "Feld
Kommandantur"; and near where I was
standing now: "Gestapo".
A hot day turned cold. I stopped and
instantly sketched the scene with the
three signs - rising high and unnoticed
above the heads of the Africans going to and fro - and copied out the list of names and
ages, as a kind of homage, having left my camera in England.
Then, as the 1942 map showed a synagogue nearby, I went to look for it.
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Hidden behind a wall with no sign or symbol outside, squeezed within a row of old terraced
houses, it was still there. I saw 37 on the gate, having noticed that in 1942 it was at that
number, and asked an old man locking the front door and about to leave if this was the
synagogue. He was small, wiry, wizened, and spoke French to me. With him were two thin
young men who said not a word. They looked identical, like twins, dressed in black suits
and black hair and black beards with porcelain white pale faces that seemed never to have
seen sun or even daylight. From Kazakhstan or some such? They can't be Israeli I thought.
The old man said they were two rabbinical students sent from Paris for the weekend to give
the “rabbin a vacance”.
When I asked them questions the old man replied for them. They didn't look at me, casting
their eyes down. He said they were at a Jewish theological college in Paris. The service
was at 8.30pm tonight.
What a strange experience. I arrived early, soon after 8pm. The door was open but there
was no congregation, only the two students and the same old man, all of whom vanished.
In the sultry heat there was a droning sound of bees. It was the young men, praying
together in a side room in toneless high voices.
While waiting for the start, alone in the narrow dark entrance corridor, I copied out a
poignant archive letter framed on the wall about the occupying German forces' treatment of
Jews there, written at the time. It was on crumpled fading yellowed paper, typed on a wonky
pre-war machine.
8.30pm came - no minyan, still just the four of us - so no service: they said we'd pray
individually inside. I glimpsed the hall or main room as we moved towards it from the
corridor, but "no! women go upstairs". One of them led me up to a balcony where I sat in
solitary splendour.
Through a wrought iron grill I
could almost see three tops of
heads below. Sketching the
ceiling and high windows and
then, over the next two hours, the
grill, I noted 'they're not visible
but their droning and high pitched
squeaking can be heard. They
are praying privately, not together
or taking turns. Unmusical.
Random. A jumble of sound. A
cacophony.'
Downstairs afterwards the young men spoke. They are brothers. The older is a rabbinic
student, the younger has just done his Bac and will follow suit. What led them to this?
Unsmiling shrugs from both. A guess: is your father a rabbi? Yes. The Tours congregation,
said the old man, has a rabbi but few members. He is the caretaker; he locks and unlocks
an empty building each week. The December 1942 archive letter was moving and deserves
to be shared. Here's my translation:
"Report of the President of the Israelite Community of Tours. To the President of the
Central Consistory of Israelites of France, in Paris.1942.
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1. Community.
From the start of the hitlerien regime, numbers of Jews fleeing persecution have found
refuge in Tours and in the department around it. In 1939 at the start of the war their number
was increased by the evacuation of numerous communities in eastern France. When the
Germans in 1940 occupied Tours, many Jews who had fled to the south did not regain the
town or the part of the department which the [1940] armistice had placed in the occupied
zone. The racial persecutions began with the obligatory census of Jews - the official lists which had to be given to the Prefecture. The number of Jews was 1,274 persons. The
community today has 130 members.
2. Synagogue.
From the moment of their arrival in Tours, the Germans occupied the synagogue and the
rabbi's house next to it. From the start of the year 1942 Monsieur Benjamin Aaron,
President of the Community, had been able to obtain authorisation to visit. At the end of this
same year Monsieur Aaron was arrested by the Gestapo and interned at Drancy where he
died. M.Georges Levy, acting Secretary of the Association, accompanied M.Aaron. He
describes the state of the Temple at the moment thus: 'The inside of the Temple has been
entirely ransacked (saccage).The benches and stalls were broken and have been thrown in
a yard behind the building. The Torahs, Shofars, prayerbooks, Thaleths were thrown on the
floor, ripped up, soiled and trampled on (lacere, souilles et pietines).The pieces of silver
which adorned the Torahs and the curtains with embroidery have disappeared, likewise the
harmonium and the gas radiators. In the corners and along the walls is debris of potato peel
bearing witness that the Germans used the Temple as rubbish tip for rotten vegetables.'
3. Rabbi's house [smashed up, looted, the Germans stole the radiators again: no time to
copy details]
4.Soon after this visit the arrests and the deportations began. At the end of 1942, there are
practically no more Israelites in Tours or in the part of the department occupied by the
Germans. Either they are victims of the Gestapo, or they have fled."
"Michelet School's history workshop and Jews here in the war? I know nothing about that"
said the young woman in the town's university bookshop where I hoped for a book on all
this. She said she was a history graduate, born and educated in Tours, but knew nil. No
they hadn't done world war 2 in school or university history. (This made me think better of
our English school syllabuses.)
In a history of the region I saw that Vikings sailed up the river Loire in the 9th century to
ransack and loot the churches and steal their silver and gold treasure, especially at Tours.
Plus ca change! The following week there was a local news story about Gypsies being
expelled from an encampment and forced to move. On French radio I heard a debate
between a man defending them, saying they were born in France and French citizens, and
a woman politician saying the nomades were foreigners and should be expelled from
France itself. I did get a book, just out, about both Jews and Gypsies under the German
Occupation during the war. That is another story.
_________________________________________________________________________
All contributions are accepted on the understanding that the authors are responsible
for the opinions expressed which do not necessarily reflect the views of Ne’ve
Shalom - the Hull Reform Synagogue.
_________________________________________________________________________
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HULL JNF NEWS
THE MINI RAFFLE… its future is up to you!
Readers of the Shofar Shalom should be aware that this
month sees the penultimate draw of the Hull JNF Mini Raffle,
which has been a feature of the Hull Community for many,
many years. Next month then, sees the last of the 2012-13 Mini Raffle draws, as I have
decided to retire, with much sadness, from organizing the Mini Raffle. Hopefully, there
maybe someone out there willing to continue to organise the
Mini Raffle.
So I am throwing the gauntlet out to you! Will you please
volunteer to take up the running of the Mini Raffle, just like I
did, all those years ago, taking over from the late Clive Levy,
olev hashalom? And yes, the Annual prize then, was a mini
car.
ROSH HASHANAH APPEAL 5774…Supporting Hull’s own Project at S’derot
I have made arrangements for every member of the community on
our data base, to receive a luach, mailed from the JNF Headquarters
in London. Should you not receive a luach, please let me know as
soon as possible. We hope you will insert all those important dates,
e.g. birthdays, yahrzeits, special occasions etc. Hull JNF hopes that
members of the Community will respond as spontaneously and
generously as in the past, to the JNF Rosh Hashanah appeal.
Please note that the reply paid envelope is to be sent to
London. Please make cheques payable to “JNF CT”
We hope all members of the Community will consider the appeals
on behalf of JNF, MDA and WIZO, made at this special time of the
year. The support of the Hull Community to the above Charities, is
most appreciated.
We look forward to your continued support throughout the coming year. Wishing all
members of Ne’ve Shalom a very healthy and happy New Year, l’Shanah Tovah.
_________________________________________________________________________
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MESSAGE FROM RABBI LAURA JANNER-KLAUSNER
Rabbi Laura Janner-Klausner, the Movement Rabbi, gave the following address following
the recent ordination of three new Rabbis.
There's a moment of uncanny near-silence during a rabbinic
ordination ceremony. The Ark is opened; Torah scrolls are taken
out one by one. You can just make out the slight tinkle of the
bells on top of the scrolls. They are passed slowly to the
ordaining rabbis to hold. They then in turn hand over the Torah
scrolls to the new rabbis, continuing the line of rabbinic
succession, saying a few words in hushed tones. This is a private
moment of private messages, private blessings - to encourage
and guide them as they start on their new careers.
This year, we celebrated the ordination of three new rabbis from Leo Baeck College: Rabbi
Esther Hugenholtz, Rabbi Leah Jordan and Rabbi Benji Stanley. I had the honour that I will
always treasure of being part of that process.
My blessing was inspired by the words of Abba Kovner (1918-1987), whose life story had a
strong influence on me. A poet and member of the Zionist youth movement, Hashomer
Hatzair ("The Young Guard"), Abba Kovner was also a resistance partisan fighter in the
Vilna Ghetto who helped Jews escape from Eastern Europe after the War. He was
instrumental in founding several Holocaust museums in Israel and was involved in an
outstanding example of Israeli-Diaspora partnership as he partnered Nachum Goldman in
establishing Beit Hatfutsot (The Museum of the Diaspora) in Tel Aviv. I loved guiding at Beit
Hatfutsot when I lived in Israel. It is a museum that celebrates both the Diaspora and Israel.
It does not shy away from the brutalities of history but also has gorgeous details of
Diaspora communities throughout Jewish history. It answers the central question: “How did
Jews survive all these centuries” by showing diversity and the power of learning and Jewish
rituals. Abba Kovner planted a deceptively simple message about Jewish life and history in
the museum: "Remember the past, live the present, trust the future". I found this a strong
counterbalance to the possible messages for a very negative post-Holocaust Judaism.
“Remember the past, live the present, trust the future”. These words formed the centre of
my hushed blessing and each Rosh Hashanah I revisit them as my kavannah - my focus,
intention for the approaching New Year.
Misherberach avoteynu v'imoteynu, may the One who blessed our ancestors, bless us with
remembering the past but not being constrained by it; by living the present to the full and by
trusting the future as we have the capacity to change it for ourselves and to change how
others experience their past, their present and their future.
Shanah tovah u’metukah
_________________________________________________________________________

VISITING THE SICK – BIKKUR CHOLIM
For those members who are poorly and recovering at home,
Audrey is still available to visit, whether it’s just for a cup of tea
or a chat or to provide some support. If you are interested in
receiving a visit, please give Audrey a call on (01482) 563835.
All calls to Audrey will be in treated confidence.
Shofar Shalom – Tishri 5774
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SOME NEW YEAR HUMOUR
Yankel and Hymie went out drinking one night and didn't get home till the wee hours.
They see each other the next day at work and Hymie asks, "Did your wife have much to say
when you got home last night?"
Yankel replies, "No, but that didn't keep her from talking for two hours."
*******************************************
An old Jewish man reads about Einstein's theory of relativity in the newspaper and asks his
university educated grandson to explain it to him.
"Well, grandpa , it's sort of like this. Einstein says that if you're having your teeth drilled
without Novocain, a minute seems like an hour. But if you're sitting with a beautiful woman
on your lap, an hour seems like a minute."
The old man considers this profound bit of mathematical thinking for a moment and says,
.... ...."And from this Einstein made a living?"
*******************************************
Benny and his wife walked past a swanky new restaurant.
"Did you smell that food?" she asked. "Incredible!"
Being the nice guy, Benny thought, "What the heck, I'll treat her!"
So they walked past the restaurant again.
*******************************************
Sadie to Yossi: "If I die, I want you to promise me, in the funeral procession, you'll let my
mother ride in the first car with you."
Yossi: "All right, but it will ruin my day."
*******************************************
Yenta and Shimon had been out shopping at the retail park for most of the afternoon.
Suddenly, Yenta realised that Shimon had "disappeared".
The somewhat irate spouse called her mate's mobile phone and demanded: "Where the
hell are you?"
Shimon: "Darling, you remember that jewellery shop where you saw the diamond necklace
and totally fell in love with it and I didn't have money that time and said, 'Baby, it'll be yours
one day'?"
Yenta, with a smile, blushing: "Yes I remember that, my love."
Shimon, "Well, I'm in the pub next door to that shop."
*******************************************
A man running a little behind schedule arrives at a picture theatre, goes in to watch the
movie that has already started, and as his eyes adjust to the darkness, he is surprised to
see a dog sitting beside its master in the row ahead, intently watching the movie. It even
seemed to be enjoying the movie: wagging its tail in the happy bits, drooping its ears at the
sad bits, and hiding its eyes with its paws at the scary bits.
After the movie, the man approaches the dog's owner, "hey man, your dog really seemed to
enjoy the movie. I'm amazed!"
"Yes, I'm amazed also," came the reply. "He hated the book.
Shofar Shalom – Tishri 5774
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ENGLISH YAHRZEIT DATES WHICH CORRESPOND TO
THE HEBREW DATES FOR RELATIVES OF MEMBERS OF
NE’VE SHALOM – THE HULL REFORM SYNAGOGUE
Dr Max Adler
Geoffrey Levy
Rebecca Waytzman
Elic Bermitz
Louis Shields
Parents of Max and
Annelies Adler
Helen Goldstone
Harry Levy
Wolfe Harris
Charlotte Mautner
Leah Furman
Rita Kelly

31 Aug. 2013
2 Sep. 2013
2 Sep. 2013
8 Sep. 2013
12 Sep. 2013
Yom
Kippur
16 Sep. 2013
26 Sep. 2013
26 Sep. 2013
27 Sep. 2013
27 Sep. 2013
2 Oct. 2013

Annette Segal
Aubrey Silver
Dora Rose
Lee Winetroube
Maurice Segal
Harry Bransky
Harold Bermitz
Chaim Raphael
Israel Bermitz
Boris Furman
Myer Peysner
Ivor Winetroube
Mary Gordon

2 Oct. 2013
3 Oct. 2013
5 Oct. 2013
6 Oct. 2013
6 Oct. 2013
8 Oct. 2013
9 Oct. 2013
9 Oct. 2013
11 Oct. 2013
13 Oct. 2013
14 Oct. 2013
18 Oct. 2013
22 Oct. 2013

Traditionally, Jewish Yahrzeits are remembered on the Hebrew date, which means that
there might be some variation in the English date each year. If the Hebrew date is
observed, it must be remembered that the Yahrzeit starts the evening before.
Memorial prayers for the deceased will be recited during the Friday Night Service for those
Yahrzeits which fall during the coming week. If a Yahrzeit falls on a Friday Night, please
remember that the prayers will usually be recited during the Friday Night Service the week
before.

Sarita Robinson on (01482 447549)
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FORTHCOMING SERVICES AND EVENTS
Date

Time

Leader

Refreshment Rota

Friday 30 August

8.00pm

Ian Sugarman

Wednesday 4 September
(Erev Rosh Hashanah)
Thursday 5 September
(Rosh Hashanah)
Thursday 5 September
(Buffet Luncheon)
Friday 6 September

7.30pm

Peter Altoft

Olive Rosner
Audrey Sugarman
Aimi Sugarman
Elaine Winetroube
N/A

8.00pm

John Friend

Friday 13 September
(Kol Nidre)
Shabbat 14 September
(Yom Kippur)

7.30pm

Tony Sevilla-Harland

10.30am Ian Sugarman
Tony Sevilla-Harland
1.00pm
N/A

Dave Eastburn
Caterers
Deborah Wrapson
Veronica Keczkes
N/A

11.00am Peter Altoft
John Friend
Aimi Sugarman
Ian Sugarman
Tony Sevilla-Harland
6.30pm
N/A

Audrey Sugarman

8.00pm

Ian Sugarman

7.00pm

Ian Sugarman

Gillian Smith
Joanne Kearsley
N/A

8.00pm

Sarita Robinson

Wednesday 25 September
(Simchat Torah Service)
Friday 27 September

7.30pm

Ian Sugarman

8.00pm

Peter Altoft

Friday 4 October

8.00pm

Geoff Annis

Shabbat 5 October

10.30am Ian Sugarman
Tony-Sevilla Harland
10.30am Deborah Wrapson

Jackie Lukes
Veronica Keczkes
Dave Eastburn
Caterers
Joanne Kearsley
Ann Bush
Lesley Annis
Jannette Dubb
Natalie Winetroube
Gillian Smith
N/A

10.30am Ian Sugarman

N/A

8.00pm

John Friend

8.00pm

Tony Sevilla-Harland

Deborah Wrapson
Veronica Keczkes
Ann-Sevilla-Harland
Fabian Knies

Tuesday 17 September
(Sukkah Building)
Wednesday 18 September
(Sukkot Service)
Friday 20 September
(Shul Council Meeting)
Friday 20 September

Sunday 6 October
(Hebrew Reading Class)
Sunday 6 October
(Conversion Class)
Friday 11 October
Friday 18 October

N/A

If you are unable to take your turn on the service rota, please arrange for someone else to
take your place. If you are unable to take your turn on the refreshment rota, please
arrange for someone else to take your place and inform Audrey Sugarman on (01482)
563835 to ensure that sufficient refreshments are available.
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